The vascular factor in low tension glaucoma: alchemists’ gold?

The search for evidence of the elusive vascular factor in the pathogenesis of low tension glaucoma continues. In this issue Usui and Iwata report their investigation of alteration in finger blood flow induced by temperature change. They used the same laser-Doppler flow technique as others,1,2 but have not confirmed the reduced blood flow characteristics identified in these two papers. What are we to make of it? The differences may reflect the different racial characteristics of the subjects in the various studies but much other work on low tension glaucoma produces conflicting evidence, and it is more likely we are trying to produce results with investigative tools which are too crude for the job. Even the definition of low tension glaucoma (or normal pressure glaucoma) is imprecise. It usually depends on the absence of a raised intraocular pressure and the exclusion of other causes of optic nerve or retinal disease. This negative description cannot be satisfactory. Was there raised pressure in the past or are there continuing undetected fluctuations? The difficulty of definition applies equally to primary open angle glaucoma with raised pressure the prevalence of which may vary from 0-4% to 11-2% depending on the diagnostic criteria.3

Tests other than finger blood flow have been used in the attempt to identify a systemic vascular abnormality specific to low tension glaucoma. Study of blood coagulation and rheology has proved fruitless.4 The same authors however claim that multivariate analysis of finger blood flow and haematological factors can distinguish separate groups in both low pressure and high pressure glaucoma.5 Those patients in whom highest intraocular pressure correlated with severity of field loss had vasospastic finger blood flow measurements and those with no correlation between highest pressure and field loss had disturbed coagulation and biochemical factors. This study depended on impenetrable statistical analysis and even if mathematically sound its biological and clinical significance remains doubtful as the authors themselves point out. The postulated association of low tension glaucoma with carotid stenosis has not been confirmed.6 An association between migraine and low tension glaucoma has been found by some workers7 but not by others.8 Low blood pressure has been identified as a risk factor for progressive visual field loss in elderly glaucoma patients9,10 and in low tension glaucoma.11 Yet others find the opposite with higher levels of blood pressure carrying the risk.12

Attempts to measure optic nerve blood flow have fared no better yielding only unsatisfactory and contradictory results.13 However the optic nerve head in low tension glaucoma may be more vulnerable to damage at a lower level of intraocular pressure. There is some evidence to support this view14 but further studies are required. More convincing support for the concept of low tension glaucoma as a distinct entity comes from visual function studies which suggest that the pattern of field defect varies from high pressure15-17 glaucoma. Differences in colour vision loss have also been described.18

The theory that low tension glaucoma has a specific vascular aetiology remains unproved but there seems to be something in it. We must not let this concept divert attention from the overwhelming evidence now available that raised intraocular pressure, overt, concealed, constant, or intermittent is the greatest risk factor for field loss in primary open angle glaucoma.
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